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FUEL SYSTEM WITH 
ELECTRICALLY-CONTROLLABLE 

MECHANICAL PRESSURE REGULATOR 

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATIONS 

This application claims priority from US. Provisional 
Patent Application No. 61/222,216, entitled “Fuel System 
With Electrically-Controllable Mechanical Pressure Regula 
tor,” ?led Jul. 1, 2009, the disclosure of Which is hereby 
incorporated by reference in its entirety and for all purposes. 

BACKGROUND AND SUMMARY 

Many internal combustion engines utiliZe Gasoline Direct 
Injection (GDI) to increase the poWer ef?ciency and range 
over Which the fuel can be delivered to the cylinder. One 
potential issue With GDI is that under loWer fuel pressures the 
fuel may not suf?ciently mix With the air in the cylinder. 
Insu?icient mixing may decrease engine poWer and e?i 
ciency, and increase emissions, at least under some condi 
tions. For example, during cold engine starts, and before the 
catalytic converter is activated, insuf?cient mixing as a result 
of loWer fuel pressure may exacerbate cold start emissions. 

In one example, a fuel delivery system includes a loWer 
pressure fuel pump and a high pressure fuel pump in combi 
nation to achieve a higher fuel pressure. HoWever, at startup 
the tWo-pump system may require a longer duration to pump 
fuel at the higher fuel pressure, Which may result in engine 
miss-starts. Further, the sloW response time of the fuel pumps 
may alloW for pulsations in fuel pressure to cause inaccurate 
amounts of fuel to be injected for combustion. Moreover, the 
consistently higher fuel pressure may cause increased Wear 
on components of the fuel delivery system. 
One approach to provide variable fuel pressure during 

vehicle operation may include utiliZing a method for operat 
ing an engine direct injection fuel system including a 
mechanical fuel pressure regulator that has a spring actuat 
able by an electric motor. The method includes adjusting a 
preload of the spring by operating the electric motor to adjust 
a set-point fuel pressure from a ?rst set-point fuel pressure to 
a second set-point fuel pressure in response to an operating 
condition, and maintaining the preload of the spring mechani 
cally When the electric motor is not operating. 
By implementing a mechanical fuel pressure regulator 

having a spring preload that may be mechanically maintained 
and adjusted via operation of an electric motor, fuel pressure 
pulsations may be compensated for quickly and a set-point 
fuel pressure may be adjusted dynamically during various 
operating conditions. In this Way, fuel pressure may be regu 
lated consistently, Which in turn may improve fuel injection 
accuracy. Moreover, the electric motor of the fuel pressure 
regulator may be operated to adjust the spring preload and 
then the adjusted spring preload may be maintained mechani 
cally. By only operating the electric motor to make spring 
preload adjustments energy consumption may be reduced and 
durability may be improved. 

Another approach to provide temporarily increased fuel 
pressure for engine starting may be a method for operating a 
fuel system of a vehicle utiliZing gasoline direct injection for 
an internal combustion engine, the fuel system including at 
least one fuel pump, a fuel pressure regulator ?uidly coupled 
to the at the least one fuel pump, the mechanical fuel pressure 
regulator having a spring actuatable by an electric motor, the 
method comprising: increasing a preload of the spring of the 
mechanical fuel pressure regulator by operating the electric 
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2 
motor to set a ?rst set-point fuel pressure in response to an 
engine shutdoWn condition; activating the at least one fuel 
pump to increase a fuel pressure to the ?rst set-point fuel 
pressure in response to an engine start condition folloWing the 
engine shutdoWn condition; and decreasing the preload of the 
spring of the mechanical fuel pressure regulator by operating 
the electric motor to adjust the ?rst set-point fuel pressure to 
a second set-point fuel pressure that is loWer than the ?rst 
set-point fuel pressure in response to exceeding a threshold 
after engine start. 
By increasing the spring preload and maintaining it in 

preparation for the next engine start, the set-point fuel pres 
sure may already be established and activation of the loW 
pressure pump How may be dedicated to replenishing the high 
pressure pump immediately instead of Waiting for set-point 
fuel pressure adjustment at startup (e.g., key-on) for quicker 
fueling and engine starting. This approach may provide faster 
closed loop fuel pressure control during startup and during 
loW engine fuel consumption conditions. Moreover, by uti 
liZing a preload of a spring in the fuel pressure regulator to 
adjust fuel pressure, the fuel pressure set-point may be 
decreased after startup to reduce Wear on fuel delivery system 
components. In this Way, the operational lifetime of the fuel 
delivery system may be increased. The above described 
approaches may provide high control accuracy to dynami 
cally adjust the set-point fuel pressure Whether it be to 
dampen pressure pulsations during vehicle operation or to 
enable quicker and more robust engine starts. 

It should be understood that the summary above is pro 
vided to introduce in simpli?ed form a selection of concepts 
that are further described in the detailed description. It is not 
meant to identify key or essential features of the claimed 
subject matter, the scope of Which is de?ned uniquely by the 
claims that folloW the detailed description. Furthermore, the 
claimed subject matter is not limited to implementations that 
solve any disadvantages noted above or in any part of this 
disclosure. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION 

FIG. 1 shoWs a schematic diagram of an example fuel 
delivery system; 

FIG. 2 shoWs a sectional vieW of an example fuel pressure 
regulator having an electric motor to adjust a spring preload to 
vary a fuel pressure set-point of the fuel pressure regulator; 

FIG. 3 shoWs a partial sectional vieW of an interface 
betWeen the electric motor and fuel pres sure regulator of FIG. 
2; 

FIG. 4 shoWs a How diagram of an example embodiment of 
a method for operating the fuel delivery system to vary a 
set-point fuel pressure during vehicle operation; and 

FIG. 5 shoWs a How diagram of an example embodiment of 
a method for operating the fuel delivery system to temporarily 
provide increased fuel pressure at engine startup. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

The present disclosure is related to a fuel system for a 
vehicle having an electrically controllable mechanical fuel 
pressure regulator, as Well as methods for controlling the 
electrically controllable mechanical fuel pressure regulator to 
make fuel injection more accurate and robust. The approaches 
may provide fast closed loop fuel pressure regulation With the 
use of a mechanical pressure regulator. Further, commanding 
the fuel pressure to a designated set-point may be performed 
in a simple manner by positioning a spring preload of the 
mechanical fuel pressure regulator. Further still, such an 
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approach may reduce or eliminate the need for damper com 
ponents in the fuel system Which may reduce costs of the fuel 
system. Further still, by operating the electric motor When 
adjusting the set-point fuel pressure and mechanically main 
taining the set-point, the mechanical fuel pressure regulator 
component life may be improved relative to a fuel pressure 
regulator that maintains the set-point via other operation(s). 

FIG. 1 shoWs a schematic depiction of a fuel delivery 
system 100 for an internal combustion engine that utiliZes 
gasoline direct injection (GDI) for use in a vehicle. FIG. 1 is 
used to represent a complete GDI system schematic. The 
illustrated embodiment includes tWo fuel pumps coupled in 
series to provide highly pressurized fuel to fuel injectors for 
fuel injection. HoWever, other direct injection fuel system 
regimes may be implemented Within the scope of the present 
disclosure. 

Fuel delivery system 100 includes fuel pump 102 to pump 
liquid fuel from fuel tank 114. In this embodiment, fuel pump 
102 is electronically controlled via a variable speed electric 
motor 104. In some cases, fuel pump 102 may only operate at 
a limited number of speeds. It Will be appreciated that the fuel 
tank may contain any fuel suitable for an internal combustion 
engine such as gasoline, methanol, ethanol, or any combina 
tion thereof. 

Fuel pump 102 is ?uidly coupled to delivery check valve 
106 to facilitate fuel delivery and maintain fuel line pressure. 
In particular, delivery check valve 106 includes a ball and 
spring mechanism that seats and seals at a speci?ed pressure 
differential to deliver fuel doWnstream. A return check valve 
108 may be ?uidly coupled With delivery check valve 106. 
The return check valve 108 may be positioned to facilitate 
delivery of fuel returning to fuel tank 114. In some embodi 
ments, fuel delivery system 100 may include a series of check 
valves ?uidly coupled to fuel pump 102 to further impede fuel 
from leaking back upstream of the valves. 
A fuel pressure regulator 110 may be ?uidly coupled to 

delivery check valve 106 and return check valve 108. Fuel 
pressure regulator 110 may regulate pressure of an amount of 
fuel in doWnstream line 118 to high pressure fuel pump 122. 
The fuel pressure regulator 110 may be a mechanical fuel 
pressure regulator that is electrically controllable via electric 
motor 112. The electric motor 112 may be con?gured to 
adjust a spring preload of the mechanical fuel pressure regu 
lator in order to adjust a set-point fuel pressure at Which the 
mechanical fuel pressure regulator regulates fuel pressure 
doWnstream as operating conditions vary. For example, as 
discussed above the set-point fuel pressure may be increased 
at engine shutdoWn in preparation for the very next engine 
cold start condition Where the increased fuel pressure may 
facilitate in-cylinder-air-fuel mixing for more complete com 
bustion Which may create heat used to Warm emission control 
device(s) to a light-off temperature. After engine start, the 
motor may be controlled to loWer the set-point fuel pressure 
for vehicle operation. Excess fuel beyond What is used to 
maintain the fuel pressure at the set-point may be returned by 
fuel pressure regulator 110 to fuel tank 114. 

The electric motor may interface With the mechanical fuel 
pressure regulator such that electrical energy does not have to 
be used during constant pressure conditions. Electrical 
energy is only used to operate the motor for spring preload 
adjustment. Accordingly, electrical energy usage may be 
reduced relative to other electrically controlled fuel pressure 
regulator con?gurations that require constant usage of elec 
trical energy to maintain a set-point fuel pressure at Which 
fuel pressure is regulated. The electrically controlled fuel 
pressure regulator Will be discussed in further detail beloW 
With reference to FIG. 2. 
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4 
Continuing With FIG. 1, the delivery check valve 106, 

return check valve 108 and, mechanical fuel pressure regula 
tor 110 are ?uidly coupled upstream from fuel ?lter 116. Fuel 
?lter 116 may remove small impurities that may be contained 
in the fuel that could potentially damage engine components. 
In some embodiments, the fuel pressure regulator may be 
coupled doWnstream from the fuel ?lter. Fuel may be deliv 
ered from fuel ?lter 116 doWnstream to high pressure fuel 
pump 122. 

Fuel delivery system 100 may include a series of check 
valves ?uidly coupled to high pressure fuel pump 122 to 
further impede fuel from leaking back upstream in the case of 
fuel delivered to the fuel injectors or doWnstream in the case 
of fuel returned to the fuel tank. In particular, intermediate 
check valve 120 may be positioned upstream from high pres 
sure fuel pump 122 to inhibit fuel from ?oWing upstream. A 
doWnstream delivery check valve 124 may be ?uidly coupled 
doWnstream of high pressure fuel pump 122 to inhibit fuel 
from ?oWing back upstream to the high pres sure fuel pump. A 
doWnstream return check valve 126 may be ?uidly coupled to 
permit fuel not used for fuel injection to return back upstream 
to fuel tank 114. 

In some embodiments, a fuel sensor 128 may positioned 
doWnstream of high pressure fuel pump 122 to sense fuel 
pressure and or temperature at fuel rail 130. In some embodi 
ments, pressure sensing may be performed by fuel pressure 
regulator 110, in addition to or in place of the fuel sensor. 
The illustrated tWo-pump system may be used deliver fuel 

to fuel rail 130. In particular, fuel pump 102 may not have the 
capability to pump fuel at a desired operational pressure. 
Thus, the tWo-pump system may include loW pressure pump 
(or lift pump) 102 to initially pump fuel out of the fuel tank 
and into the fuel line. Further, fuel may ?oW through high 
pressure pump 122 to increase the fuel pressure to the opera 
tional pressure or injection pressure. It Will be appreciated 
that, in some embodiments, the fuel delivery system may 
include one or more additional fuel pumps pressure regulator 
(s), check valve(s), and/or return line(s) to further regulate 
and/or adjust fuel pressure. 

Fuel rail 130 may distribute fuel regulated at a set-point 
fuel pressure by fuel pressure regulator 110 to each of a 
plurality of fuel injectors 132. Each the plurality of fuel 
injectors 132 may be positioned in a corresponding cylinder 
134 of engine 136 such that during operation of fuel injectors 
132 fuel is injected directly into each corresponding cylinder 
134. Alternatively (or in addition), engine 136 may include 
fuel injectors positioned at the intake port of each cylinder 
such that during operation of the fuel injectors fuel is injected 
in to the intake port of each cylinder. In the illustrated embodi 
ment, engine 136 includes four cylinders. HoWever, it Will be 
appreciated that the engine may include a different number of 
cylinders. 

Controller 138 may receive various signals from sensors 
coupled to fuel delivery system 100 and engine 136. For 
example, controller 138 may receive a fuel pressure (and/or 
temperature) signal from fuel sensor 128 Which may be posi 
tioned doWnstream of fuel pressure regulator. In some cases, 
fuel pressure measured by fuel sensor 128 may be indicative 
of fuel rail pressure. In some embodiments, a fuel sensor may 
be positioned upstream from fuel pressure regulator 110 to 
measure a pressure of fuel exiting fuel pump 102. Further, 
controller 122 may receive engine/ exhaust parameter signals 
from engine sensor(s) 140. For example, these signals may 
include measurement of inducted mass air ?oW, engine cool 
ant temperature, engine speed, throttle position, absolute 
manifold pressure, air/fuel ratio, throttle position, emission 
control device temperature, etc. Note that various combina 
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tions of the above measurements as Well as measurements of 
other related parameters may be sensed by sensor(s) 140. 
Further, as another example, controller 138 may receive an 
engine start/shutdown indication signal from start sensor 142. 
It Will be appreciated that the controller may receive other 
signals indicative of vehicle operating conditions. 

Controller 138 may provide feedback control based on 
signals received from fuel sensor 128, engine sensor(s) 140, 
and/ or start sensor 142, among others. For example, control 
ler 138 may send signals to adjust an operation speed of fuel 
pump 102 via signals to electric motor 104 (as Well as signals 
a motor of high pressure fuel pump 122), a fuel pressure 
set-point of fuel pressure regulator 110 via signals to electric 
motor 1 12, and/ or a fuel injection amount and/ or timing based 
on signals from fuel sensor 128 (or fuel pressure provided 
from fuel pressure regulator 110), engine sensor(s) 140, start 
sensor 142, or a combination thereof. 

In one example controller 138 is a microcomputer that 
includes a microprocessor unit, input/output ports, an elec 
tronic storage medium for executable programs and calibra 
tion values such as read only memory, random access 
memory, keep alive memory, and a data bus. The storage 
medium read-only memory can be programmed With com 
puter readable data representing instructions executable by 
the processor for performing the method described beloW as 
Well as other variants that are anticipated but not speci?cally 
listed. 

FIG. 2 shoWs a sectional vieW of an example embodiment 
of fuel pressure regulator 110 that may be utiliZed in fuel 
delivery system 100 of FIG. 1. Fuel pressure regulator 110 
may receive fuel from fuel pump 102 of FIG. 1 through inlet 
202 of exterior body 204 into inlet chamber 206. Inlet cham 
ber 206 is de?ned by exterior body 204, intermediate retainer 
208, and seat-retainer ring 210. In particular, intermediate 
retainer 208 may include doWn-tumed portion 212 that inter 
locks With up-tumed portion 214 of seat-retainer ring 210 to 
form a loWer portion of inlet chamber 206. Seat-retainer ring 
210 may sit on loWer gasket 216 that rests on sleeve 218 of 
exterior body 204. LoWer gasket 216 may ?uidly seal a loWer 
portion of inlet chamber 206 to inhibit fuel from leaking doWn 
the interior surface of sleeve 218. Further, upper gasket 220 
may ?uidly seal an upper portion of inlet chamber 206 Where 
intermediate retainer 208 and exterior body 204 meet. 

Fuel may travel from inlet chamber 206 to secondary inlet 
chamber 222 via interior inlet passage 224 formed by inter 
mediate retainer 208. Secondary inlet chamber 222 is de?ned 
by intermediate retainer 208, seal element 226, ground ball 
228, armature 230, and diaphragm 232. Fuel may travel from 
interior inlet chamber 222 to interior outlet chamber 234 
through a channel created betWeen seat 234 of seal element 
226 and ground ball 228 When ground ball 228 is lifted from 
seat 234 based on a spring preload that acts on armature 230. 
Like secondary inlet chamber 222, secondary outlet chamber 
234 is de?ned by intermediate retainer 208, seal element 226, 
ground ball 228, armature 230, and diaphragm 232. Fuel may 
?oW from secondary outlet chamber 234 to outlet chamber 
236 via interior outlet passage 238 formed by intermediate 
retainer 208. Like inlet chamber 206, outlet chamber 236 is 
de?ned by exterior body 204, intermediate retainer 208, and 
seat-retainer ring 210. Fuel may exit fuel pressure regulator 
110 via outlet 240 to high pressure fuel pump 122 and fuel rail 
130 of FIG. 1. 

Fuel pressure regulator 110 may be con?gured to regulate 
fuel pressure at a set-point fuel pressure that may be varied 
according to electronic control based upon vehicle operating 
parameters. In particular, fuel pres sure regulator 1 1 0 includes 
electric motor 110 that may be electronically coupled to con 
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6 
troller 138 of FIG. 1 and may receive control signals that 
cause actuation of electric motor 110. The operation of elec 
tric motor 110 may cause mechanical force exerted on a 
helical spring 256 or a spring preload to be adjusted. The 
spring preload may be adjusted to change a position and/or 
force of an armature 230 in order to adjust the set-point fuel 
pressure of fuel pressure regulator 110. 

Armature 230 longitudinally spans a portion of the interior 
of fuel pressure regulator 110 to operatively couple to ground 
ball 228. In particular, armature 230 includes concave portion 
248 shaped to substantially encompass ground ball 228 to 
maintain ground ball 228 resting on seal element 226. Ground 
ball 228 includes a ?at base portion 250 that sits ?ush on seat 
234 of seal element 226 to inhibit fuel from passing directly 
through fuel pressure regulator 110. Armature 230 may be 
biased to apply force on ground ball 228 by spring assembly 
251. 

Spring assembly 251 includes diaphragm 232, spring 
retainer ring 254, and helical spring 256 collectively stacked 
on brim 258 of armature 230. Spring assembly 251 is 
enclosed in spring chamber 260 Which is cooperatively 
de?ned by cap 262 and diaphragm 232. Diaphragm 232 is 
shaped to form an axially positioned circular hole having a 
circumference slightly larger than shaft 246 so that dia 
phragm 232 surrounds shaft 246. Diaphragm 232 is posi 
tioned on and supported by brim 258. Diaphragm 232 extends 
radially outWard from brim 258 at an acute angle relative to 
the lateral axis of diaphragm 232 and is received in bend 
portion 264 of intermediate retainer 208. Diaphragm 232 may 
be ?exible to accommodate longitudinal movement of arma 
ture 230 upon variation of spring preload due to operation of 
electric motor 110. Further, diaphragm 232 may ?uidly seal 
spring chamber 260 from secondary inlet chamber 222 and 
secondary outlet chamber 234 so that fuel does not enter 
spring chamber 260. 

Spring-retainer ring 254 is stacked upon diaphragm 232. 
Spring-retainer ring 254 is shaped to form a similarly siZed 
central hole to that of diaphragm 232 so that spring-retainer 
ring 254 surrounds armature 230. Helical spring 256 is 
stacked upon spring-retainer ring 254. Helical spring 256 
extends from spring-retainer ring 254 to cap 262. Cap 262 
includes internal rib 266 that extends doWnWard inside the 
Windings of helical spring 256. Spring-retainer ring 254 
includes circumferentially continuous peripheral rib 268 that 
extends upWard to surround some Windings of helical spring 
256. Internal rib 266 and peripheral rib 268 cooperatively 
maintain helical spring 256 longitudinally aligned With arma 
ture 23 0 such that upon compression/ extension, helical spring 
256 may be inhibited from lateral or pivotal movement Within 
spring chamber 260. 

Spring chamber 260 is enclosed by diaphragm 232, cap 
262, and sideWall 270. SideWall 270 has a diameter that is 
substantially the same siZe as the diameter of a middle region 
of intermediate retainer 208 so that sideWall 270 and inter 
mediate retainer 208 are longitudinally aligned. SideWall 270 
includes ?ange 272 that is stacked upon an edge region of 
diaphragm 232. Flange 272 and diaphragm 232 are sur 
rounded by bend portion 264 of intermediate retainer 208 to 
retain diaphragm 232 and sideWall 270 in place. 
Cap 262 including internal rib 266 forms an axially posi 

tioned circular hole through Which a compression nut 252 
extends. Compression nut 252 may rest on the exterior of cap 
262 and may substantially extend laterally to sideWall 270. 
Compression nut 252 may include a shaft 246 that extends 
upWard and couples to electric motor 110 via drive interface 
244. Drive interface 244 may be supported by housing 278. 
Shaft 246 and/ or drive interface may extend through housing 
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278 to electric motor 110. Electric motor 110 may be secured 
to housing 278 and may collectively form an upper portion of 
fuel pressure regulator 110 such that the electric motor is 
integrated into the upper portion of the housing (or body) of 
the fuel pressure regulator. 

Operation of electric motor 110 may cause rotation of shaft 
246 such that the shaft rotates doWnWard in the longitudinal 
direction. The extension of shaft 246 may cause compression 
nut 252 to exert force on cap 262 and helical spring 256 
causing the spring preload. Further, helical spring 256 may be 
adapted to exert spring force on cap 262 and brim 258 of 
armature 230 via spring-retainer ring 254 and diaphragm 232 
that is further exerted on ground ball 228 to maintain ground 
ball 228 ?ush on seal element 226 to inhibit fuel from ?oWing 
directly through fuel pressure regulator 110. 
As discussed above, electric motor 110 may be operated 

via signals from controller 138 to change the spring load in 
order to adjust the set-point fuel pressure at Which the fuel 
pressure regulator regulates fuel pressure. For example, elec 
tric motor 110 may be operated to rotate shaft 246 doWnWard 
so that compression nut 252 compresses helical spring 256 to 
increase the spring preload and thus increase the set-point 
fuel pressure. Likewise, electric motor 110 may be operated 
to rotate shaft 246 upWard in the longitudinal direction to 
raise compression nut 252 so that helical spring 256 extends 
and the spring preload is reduced, thus reducing the set-point 
fuel pressure. In one example, the electric motor operates in a 
?rst direction to move the compression nut toWards the seal 
element and operates in a second direction to move the com 
pression nut aWay from the seal element When the electric 
motor. Due to the mechanical nature in Which the electric 
motor interfaces With the fuel pressure regulator, operation of 
the electric motor only occurs to change the position of the 
compression nut. In other Words, the electric motor is only 
operated to changes the set-point fuel pressure. Otherwise the 
electric motor does not operate and the preload of the spring 
and the set-point fuel pressure are maintained mechanically 
via the drive interface including the compression nut, shaft, 
and Worm drive. 

In order for fuel to How through fuel pressure regulator 
110, the fuel pressure must be great enough to overcome the 
spring preload such that ground ball 228 may be lifted from 
seat 234 and fuel may ?oW through a channel created betWeen 
ground ball 228 and seal element 226. Furthermore, excess 
fuel beyond What is used to maintain fuel ?oW through outlet 
240 at the set-point fuel pressure may be forced to How doWn 
return passage 274 of seal element 226. Return passage 274 
may be internal to seal element 226 and may be tapered and 
cylindrical in shape. Return passage may form a return outlet 
276 through Which excess fuel may be returned to fuel tank 
114 of FIG. 1. 
The electric motor may be combined With the adjustable 

spring preload to have fast mechanical pressure regulator 
response to fuel pressure pulsations While also having the 
ability to adjust the fuel pressure set-point. The speed of 
mechanical fuel pressure regulation may be capable of ?lter 
ing fuel pressure pulsations Without changing the fuel pres 
sure set-point, in certain frequency ranges. Further, set-point 
positioning may not need to have as fast of a response. The 
sensitivity of the regulator to change the set-point can be 
designed such that even relatively sloW (sloW motor response 
relative to the mechanical pressure regulator speed), reaction 
can be sensed by the mechanical fuel pressure regulator. In 
particular, this membrane type mechanical fuel pressure 
regulator With small mass and a stiff spring can have high 
frequency response. As such, the fast response is compen 
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8 
sated by mechanical pressure regulator reaction, While the 
set-point could be adjusted at a sloWer rate. 

For example, pressure pulsation could be in the range of 50 
to 300 HZ fundamental frequency. As such, transient time for 
closed loop DC motor control to adjust the set-point may be 
0.1 seconds. This transient time considers DC motor control 
to be from 0 to max revolutions per minute (RPM). In some 
operating conditions, the electric motor Will not need to oper 
ate at max RPM to adjust the set-point. In this case reaction 
time may be faster than 0.1 seconds. Consequently, this con 
?guration, in certain frequency ranges, offers opportunity to 
compensate some pressure pulsation mechanically alone or in 
combination With a set-point change. Moreover, transient 
response time may be reduced further by implementation of 
the Worm gear, Which may alloW the speed of the motor to be 
reduced and torque to be increased. 
By integrating electric motor 110 into fuel pressure regu 

lator 110, the preload of helical spring 256 may be precisely 
controlled so that force applied to seal element 226 may be 
varied on demand, thereby alloWing the system to adjust the 
set pressure to a desired value to meet engine operating con 
ditions. Moreover, the electric motor and/or drive interface 
may be con?gured to permit the spring preload to be held in 
place mechanically so that electrical energy is only used to 
adjust the spring preload. Accordingly, electrical energy con 
sumption may be reduced relative to a con?guration in Which 
electrical energy is used to maintain a set-point fuel pressure. 
Further still, since electrical energy is used during transient 
adjustment conditions this con?guration may have a high 
potential to achieve high durability. 

FIG. 3 shoWs a partial sectional vieW of an interface 
betWeen electric motor 110 and fuel pressure regulator 110 of 
FIG. 2. More particularly, FIG. 3 shoWs a bottom vieW of 
electric motor 110 juxtaposed With a partial sectional vieW 
Where the electric motor interfaces With an upper portion of 
fuel pressure regulator 110. As discussed above, drive inter 
face 244 may be supported by housing 278. a Worm drive 
coupled to an output of the electric motor; 

a shaft coupled to the Worm drive; and 
a compression nut coupled to the shaft and positioned to 

maintain the preload on the spring, Where operation of the 
electric motor changes the state of the drive interface by 
activating the Worm drive to rotate the shaft and change the 
position of the compression nut to vary the preload on the 
spring. 

Shaft 246 and/ or drive interface may extend through hous 
ing 278 to electric motor 110. Electric motor 110 may be 
secured to housing 278 and may collectively form an upper 
portion of fuel pressure regulator 110 such that the electric 
motor 110 is integrated into fuel pressure regulator 110. 

Electric motor 110 may be con?gured to provide electrical 
energy to rotate shaft 246 in order to change the position/ force 
of compression nut 252 (shoWn in FIG. 2). By changing the 
position/force of compression nut 252 the force exerted on 
helical spring 256, the spring preload may be adjusted Which 
in turn adjusts the set-point fuel pressure of fuel pressure 
regulator 110. Fuel pressure regulator 110 may be con?gured 
such that electric motor 110 may only be operated to change 
the spring preload/set-point fuel pressure. Accordingly, elec 
trical energy is only used during transient conditions to When 
the set-point fuel pressure is adjusted. In this Way, electrical 
energy consumption may be reduced and operational life of 
the fuel pressure regulator may be extended. 

In the illustrated embodiment, Electric motor 110 may 
include a direct current (DC) motor 302 that couples to drive 
interface 244. Drive interface 244 may include a Worm drive 
300 coupled to an output of DC motor 302 that may be 
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operated to rotate a Worm 304. Worm 304 may interface With 
a Worm gear 306. An intermediate gear 308 may be coupled to 
Worm gear 306 to reduce a torque ratio of Worm gear 306. 
Intermediate gear 308 may interface With a drive gear 310. 
Drive gear 310 may be coupled to shaft 246. Operation of DC 
motor 302 may produce torque that rotates Worm 304 that 
causes rotation of Worm gear 306, Which in turn causes rota 
tion of intermediate gear 308, drive gear 310, and ultimately 
shaft 246. DC motor 302 may be bidirectional so that shaft 
246 may be rotated longitudinally upWard or doWnWard to 
decrease or increase the spring preload and the set-point fuel 
pressure. 
DC motor 302 may be in communication With controller 

138 (shoWn in FIG. 1) and may receive signals 312 from 
controller 138 that control operation of DC motor 302. The 
control signals 312 may command adjustment of the set-point 
fuel pressure in order to accommodate transients in fuel pres 
sure that occur during vehicle operation. In other Words, the 
set-point fuel pressure may be adjusted to dampen pulsations 
in fuel pressure in order to facilitate consistent amounts of 
fuel to be injected by fuel injectors 132 (shoWn in FIG. 1). 
Moreover, the set-point fuel pressure may be adjusted to 
adjust fuel pressure for speci?ed operating conditions. For 
example, for an engine cold start condition, DC motor may be 
operated to set the spring preload to a higher set-point fuel 
pressure. The higher fuel pressure may facilitate more com 
plete combustion that increases heat provided to cylinder 
Walls as Well as to the vehicle exhaust system to heat one or 
more emission control devices to a light-off temperature. 
Further, upon the engine and/ or emission control device being 
heated to a suitable operating temperature, the DC motor may 
be operated to set the spring preload to a loWer set-point fuel 
pressure for normal vehicle operation. 

It Will be appreciated that the electric motor may be 
coupled to the shaft in any suitable manner that permits the 
spring preload to be maintained mechanically and adjusted 
via operation of the electric motor. In some embodiments, the 
Worm drive may include more or less gears. In some embodi 

ments, the electric motor may be coupled in a manner in 
Which a Worm drive is omitted. Further, the fuel pressure 
regulator may be adapted to output virtually any suitable fuel 
pressure for a duration based upon the dimensions of the How 
restriction passage, loW-side chamber, and high-side cham 
ber, as Well as the spring force characteristics of the helical 
spring, and the electric motor. 

FIG. 4 shoWs a How diagram of an example of an embodi 
ment of a method 400 for operating the fuel delivery system 
to vary a set-point fuel pressure during vehicle operation. 
Method 400 begins at 402, Where the method may include 
determining if there is an indication of an operating condition. 
The operating condition may include a change in one or more 
operating parameters that indicate a ?uctuation in fuel pres 
sure that Would cause fuel pressure pulsations. For example, 
the operation condition may occur based on a change in one or 
more of throttle position, air/fuel ratio, commanded lean or 
rich engine operation, cylinder deactivation, deceleration fuel 
shut off (DFSO) mode, engine startup, engine shutdoWn, etc. 
The change in operating parameter(s) may be determined 
based on signals received from fuel sensor 128, engine sensor 
140, start sensor 142 and/or another vehicle sensor that pro 
vides an indication of an operating parameter that is sent to 
controller 138 (shoWn in FIG. 1). If the operating condition is 
detected, the method moves to 404. OtherWise the operating 
condition has not been detected and the method returns to 
402. 

At 404, the method may include sensing the fuel pressure. 
In some cases, sensing may include sensing a fuel pressure 
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10 
via the mechanical fuel pressure regulator Without use of the 
fuel sensor. In this case, the fuel pressure may be derived from 
the spring preload of the mechanical fuel pressure sensor. In 
some cases, the fuel pressure sensor may be sensed by fuel 
sensor 128 (shoWn in FIG. 1). As discussed above, in some 
embodiments, fuel sensor 128 may be omitted from the fuel 
system and fuel pressure may be provided via the mechanical 
fuel pressure regulator. 
At 406, the method may include adjusting the spring pre 

load of the fuel pressure regulator to adjust the set-point fuel 
pressure from a ?rst set-point fuel pressure to a second set 
point fuel pressure in response to the operating condition. The 
preload of the spring may be adjusted by operating the electric 
motor. In one example, the electric motor is operable in a ?rst 
direction to increase the preload on the spring and operable in 
a second direction to decrease the preload of the spring. 
Depending on the determined operating condition, the spring 
preload may be increased or decreased to accommodate a fuel 
pressure pulsation that causes a decrease or increase in fuel 
pressure. For example, a rapid change in throttle position may 
cause a pulsation that causes a drop in fuel pressure. Accord 
ingly, the preload of the spring may be increased to increase 
the set-point fuel pressure to compensate for the pulsation. 
Once the set-point has been adjusted via operation of the 
electric motor, the adjusted set-point fuel pressure may be 
mechanically maintained When the electric motor is not oper 
ating. As discussed above, in some embodiments, the set 
point fuel pressure may be mechanically maintained by a 
drive interface that includes a Worm drive that positions a 
shaft having a compression nut at a position, as speci?ed by 
operation of the electric motor, against the spring to maintain 
the preload of the spring. 

At 408, the method may include determining if the oper 
ating condition exists. If the operating condition exists, the 
method returns to 408. OtherWise, the operating condition no 
longer exists and the method moves to 410. 
At 410, the method may include adjusting the spring pre 

load of the mechanical fuel pressure regulator to adjust the 
set-point fuel pressure from the second set-point fuel pressure 
to the ?rst set-point fuel pressure. The set-point fuel pressure 
may be mechanically maintained at a default fuel pressure for 
standard vehicle operation and may be temporarily adjusted 
to a different set-point fuel pressure and mechanically main 
tained to compensate for transient fuel pressure pulsations or 
other operating conditions and then returned to and mechani 
cally maintained at the default fuel pres sure. In some embodi 
ments, the set-point fuel pressure may be adjusted Without 
sensing the fuel pressure. This adjustment may be performed 
by tracking the position of the gear/ shaft of the drive interface 
via controller 138 (shoWn in FIG. 1) to derive the fuel pres 
sure. 

The above method may provide fast closed loop fuel pres 
sure control in a fuel delivery system that implements a 
mechanical fuel pressure regulator. That is, the mechanical 
fuel pressure regulator may be operated in a manner that is 
fast enough to compensate for pulsations in fuel pressure. 
Accordingly, fuel pressure pulsations may be dampened and 
a consistent amount of fuel may be provided to the fuel 
injectors. 

Furthermore, in the above method, fuel pressure regulation 
is performed simply by adjusting the spring preload of the 
mechanical fuel pressure regulator. Moreover, due to the 
manner in Which the electric motor interfaces With the helical 
spring in the fuel pressure regulator, high fuel pressure con 
trol accuracy may be achieved through operation of the DC 
motor. In addition, the sensitivity of the mechanical fuel 
pressure regulator may be adjusted to different accommodate 
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different fuel pres sure operating ranges through design of the 
mechanical components of the mechanical fuel pressure 
regulator. 

FIG. 5 shoWs a How diagram of an example embodiment of 
a method 500 for operating the fuel delivery system to tem 
porarily provide increased fuel pressure at engine startup. 
Method 500 begins at 502, Where the method may include 
determining if there is an indication of engine shutdoWn. The 
engine shutdoWn condition may cease engine cranking and 
cease ignition for combustion. In one example, the indication 
of engine shutdoWn is a key-off signal received from start 
sensor 142 (shoWn in FIG. 1) in response to a vehicle operator 
turning a key to place an ignition sWitch in the key-off sate. If 
it is determined that an engine shutdoWn condition occurs, the 
method moves to 504. Otherwise, it is determined that an 
engine shutdoWn condition does not occur, and the method 
returns to 502. 

At 504, the method may include adjusting a spring preload 
of the mechanical fuel pres sure regulator to set a ?rst set-point 
fuel pressure in preparation for a very next engine start con 
dition. The ?rst set-point fuel pressure may be any suitable 
fuel pressure at Which complete combustion occurs, Which 
may produce heat for engine and/ or emissions control device 
Warming. In one example, the ?rst set-point fuel pressure is 
set at 80 pounds per square inch (psi) or more. The ?rst 
set-point fuel pressure may be set higher than a set-point fuel 
pressure used during standard vehicle operation. In other 
Words, the spring preload may be increased from a spring 
preload used during standard vehicle operation for the engine 
start condition and subsequently the spring preload may be 
decreased back to the spring preload for standard vehicle 
operation When the start condition ends. 

In one example, as shoWn in FIG. 2, the spring preload may 
be adjusted by operating electric motor 110 via control sig 
nals from controller 138 of FIG. 1 to rotate shaft 246 to 
change a position/force of compression nut 252. The change 
in position/force may cause a spring preload via helical spring 
256 that causes armature 230 to change the position and/or 
pressure of ground ball 228 relative to seal element 226 to 
increase the pressure of fuel output of fuel pressure regulator 
110. Once the spring preload is increased, the increased 
spring preload may be mechanically maintained by the com 
pression nut When the electric motor is not operating. 

At 506, the method may include determining if there is an 
indication of an engine start condition. The engine start con 
dition may initiate engine cranking and ignition for combus 
tion. In one example, the indication of engine startup is a 
key-on signal received from start sensor 142 (shoWn in FIG. 
1) in response to a vehicle operator placing a key in an ignition 
sWitch and turning the key to place the ignition sWitch in the 
key-on state. In some embodiments, the engine start condition 
may take into consideration engine temperature and/or emis 
sions control device temperature to selectively adjust the fuel 
pressure set-point at Which the mechanical fuel pres sure regu 
lator regulates fuel pressure. For example, if the engine is 
shutdoWn for a short period of time at Which the engine 
remains Warm, the fuel pressure set-point may not be 
increased for engine Warming purposes. If it is determined 
that an engine start condition occurs, the method moves to 
508. Otherwise, it is determined that an engine start condition 
does not occur and the method returns to 506. 
At 508, the method may include activating a fuel pump to 

increase the fuel pres sure to the ?rst set-point fuel pressure. In 
some cases, a lift pump and/or a high pressure fuel pump may 
be activated to increase the fuel pressure. Upon reaching the 
?rst set-point fuel pressure fuel may be delivered to fuel 
injectors 132 for injection and combustion. 
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12 
At 510, the method may include determining if the engine 

start condition has ended and standard vehicle operation has 
started. In some embodiments, the determination may be 
made based on exceeding a threshold after engine start. In 
some embodiments, the threshold may be a duration since 
startup of the engine. The predetermined threshold may be a 
duration for engine combustion to stabiliZe and/or exhaust 
system (e. g., emissions control devices) to Warm-up. In some 
cases, the threshold may be measured in units of time. Alter 
natively, the threshold may be measured in combustion 
cycles. In some cases, a different unit of measurement may be 
used. For example, engine temperature and/or emissions con 
trol device temperature may be used. If it is determined that 
the engine start condition has ended, the method moves to 
512. OtherWise, it is determined that the engine start condi 
tion has not ended, and the method returns to 510. 

At 512, the method may include adjusting the spring pre 
load of the mechanical fuel pressure regulator to a second 
set-point fuel pressure that is loWer than the ?rst set-point fuel 
pressure. In other Words, the method may include decreasing 
the spring preload in response to exceeding a threshold after 
engine start. 

In one example, as shoWn in FIG. 2, the spring preload may 
be adjusted by operating electric motor 110 via control sig 
nals from controller 138 of FIG. 1 to rotate shaft 246 to 
change a position/force of compression nut 252. The change 
in position/ force may cause a spring preload via helical spring 
256 that causes armature 230 to change the position and/or 
pressure of ground ball 228 relative to seal element 226 to 
decrease the pressure of fuel output of fuel pressure regulator 
110. Once the spring preload is decreased, the decreased 
spring preload may be mechanically maintained by the com 
pression nut When the electric motor is not operating. 

In some cases, the second pressure set-point may be the 
fuel pump pressure (e.g., high pressure pump) so that the fuel 
pressure regulator does not increase fuel pres sure betWeen the 
fuel pump and the fuel rail during vehicle operation after the 
engine start condition (excluding during fuel pulsation tran 
sients). 
By adjusting the spring preload of the mechanical fuel 

pressure regulator to a higher set-point fuel pressure at engine 
shutdoWn, the fuel delivery system may be prepped to provide 
fuel at a fuel pressure suitable for engine start so that the 
engine and/or emissions control device(s) may be Warmed 
quicker and ef?cient combustion may be achieved quicker. 
Stated another Way, since the fuel pressure set-point is 
adjusted at shutdoWn, adjustment of the set-point fuel pres 
sure is not performed at engine start Which may shorten the 
engine start condition. 

Moreover, the precise fuel pressure set-point control may 
enable a loWer pressure fuel pump to be used to deliver fuel 
during standard vehicle operation so that a fuel line backpres 
sure does not build in the fuel delivery system that Wears on 
fuel system components While still handling fuel pressure 
requirements for engine startup. 

Furthermore, in the above method, fuel pressure regulation 
is performed simply by adjusting the spring preload of the 
mechanical fuel pressure regulator. Moreover, due to the 
manner in Which the electric motor interfaces With the helical 
spring in the fuel pressure regulator, high fuel pressure con 
trol accuracy may be achieved through operation of the DC 
motor. 

Note the above method may be performed at loW fuel ?oW 
conditions other than at engine start similar to the other 
method described above. 

Note that the example control and estimation routines 
included herein can be used With various system con?gura 
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tions. The speci?c routines described herein may represent 
one or more of any number of processing strategies such as 
event-driven, interrupt-driven, multi-tasking, multi-thread 
ing, and the like. As such, various actions, operations, or 
functions illustrated may be performed in the sequence illus 
trated, in parallel, or in some cases omitted Likewise, the 
order of processing is not necessarily required to achieve the 
features and advantages of the example embodiments 
described herein, but is provided for ease of illustration and 
description. One or more of the illustrated actions, functions, 
or operations may be repeatedly performed depending on the 
particular strategy being used. Further, the described opera 
tions, functions, and/or acts may graphically represent code 
to be programmed into computer readable storage medium in 
the control system 

It Will be appreciated that the con?gurations and routines 
disclosed herein are exemplary in nature, and that these spe 
ci?c embodiments are not to be considered in a limiting sense, 
because numerous variations are possible. For example, the 
above technology can be applied to V-6, l-4, l-6, V-12, 
opposed 4, and other engine types. The subject matter of the 
present disclosure includes all novel and nonobvious combi 
nations and subcombinations of the various systems and con 
?gurations, and other features, functions, and/or properties 
disclosed herein. For example, a fuel system may include 
multiple fuel pumps, an electronically-controlled fuel pres 
sure regulator having a variable fuel pressure set-point 
coupled doWnstream of at least one of the fuel pumps, and a 
pressure delay device coupled doWnstream of the fuel pres 
sure regulator. 
The folloWing claims particularly point out certain combi 

nations and subcombinations regarded as novel and nonob 
vious. These claims may refer to “an” element or “a ?rst” 
element or the equivalent thereof. Such claims should be 
understood to include incorporation of one or more such 
elements, neither requiring nor excluding tWo or more such 
elements. Other combinations and subcombinations of the 
disclosed features, functions, elements, and/ or properties 
may be claimed through amendment of the present claims or 
through presentation of neW claims in this or a related appli 
cation. Such claims, Whether broader, narroWer, equal, or 
different in scope to the original claims, also are regarded as 
included Within the subject matter of the present disclosure. 

The invention claimed is: 
1. A method for operating an engine direct injection fuel 

system including a spring actuatable by an electric motor, 
comprising: 

adjusting a preload of the spring by operating the electric 
motor to adjust a set-point fuel pressure from a ?rst 
set-point fuel pressure based on an engine shutdoWn 
condition to a second set-point fuel pressure in response 
to an operating condition; and 

maintaining the preload of the spring mechanically When 
the electric motor is not operating. 

2. The method of claim 1, Wherein the ?rst set-point fuel 
pressure is greater than the second set-point fuel pressure, the 
?rst set-point fuel pressure and the second set-point fuel 
pressure being regulated pressures of a mechanical fuel pres 
sure regulator. 

3. The method of claim 1, Wherein the operating condition 
includes exceeding a threshold after engine start and Wherein 
the second set-point fuel pressure is less than the ?rst set 
point fuel pressure. 

4. The method of claim 3, Wherein the threshold is a light 
off temperature of an emissions control device. 

5. The method of claim 3, Wherein the threshold is a pre 
determined duration. 
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6. The method of claim 1, Wherein the electric motor is 

operable in a ?rst direction to increase the preload of the 
spring and operable in a second direction to decrease the 
preload of the spring. 

7. The method of claim 6, Wherein the electric motor 
includes a Worm drive to maintain the preload of the spring 
When the electric motor is not operating. 

8. The method of claim 1, further comprising: 
adjusting the spring preload of the mechanical fuel pres 

sure regulator by operating the electric motor to adjust 
the set-point fuel pressure from the second set-point fuel 
pressure back to the ?rst set-point fuel pressure in 
response to the operating condition ending. 

9. The method of claim 1, Wherein the operating condition 
includes one or more of a change in throttle position, air/fuel 
ratio, and cylinder deactivation. 

10. A method for operating a fuel system of a vehicle 
utiliZing gasoline direct injection for an internal combustion 
engine, the fuel system including at least one fuel pump, a fuel 
pressure regulator ?uidly coupled to the at the least one fuel 
pump, and a mechanical fuel pressure regulator having a 
spring actuatable by an electric motor, the method compris 
ing: 

increasing a preload of the spring of the mechanical fuel 
pressure regulator by operating the electric motor to set 
a ?rst set-point fuel pressure in response to an engine 
shutdoWn condition; 

activating the at least one fuel pump to increase a fuel 
pressure to the ?rst set-point fuel pressure in response to 
an engine start condition folloWing the engine shutdoWn 
condition; and 

decreasing the preload of the spring of the mechanical fuel 
pressure regulator by operating the electric motor to 
adjust the ?rst set-point fuel pressure to a second set 
point fuel pressure that is loWer than the ?rst set-point 
fuel pressure in response to exceeding a threshold after 
engine start. 

11. The method of claim 10, Wherein the threshold is a 
light-off temperature of an emissions control device. 

12. The method of claim 10, Wherein the threshold is a 
predetermined duration. 

13. The method of claim 10, further comprising: 
maintaining the preload of the spring of the mechanical 

fuel pressure regulator When the electric motor is not 
operating. 

14. The method of claim 13, Wherein the electric motor 
includes a Worm drive to maintain the preload of the spring 
When the electric motor is not operating. 

15. A mechanical fuel pressure regulator comprising: 
a body forming an inlet and an outlet; 
a seal element positioned intermediate the inlet and the 

outlet; 
a spring positioned to apply a preload to the seal element; 
a drive interface to mechanically maintain the preload on 

the spring; and 
an electric motor operable to adjust a state of the drive 

interface to vary the preload of the spring to vary a 
set-point fuel pressure at Which fuel ?oWs through the 
outlet based on an engine operating condition. 

16. The mechanical fuel pressure regulator of claim 15, 
Wherein the drive interface comprises: 

a Worm drive coupled to an output of the electric motor; 
a shaft coupled to the Worm drive; and 
a compression nut coupled to the shaft and positioned to 

maintain the preload of the spring, Where operation of 
the electric motor changes the state of the drive interface 
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by activating the Worm drive to rotate the shaft and 19. The mechanical fuel pressure regulator of claim 15, 
change a position of the compression nut to vary the Wherein the electric motor is integrated into anupper portion 
preload of the spring. of the body. 

20. The mechanical fuel pressure regulator of claim 15, 
5 further comprising: 

a controller in communication With the electric motor, the 
controller con?gured to operate the electric motor to 
adjust the preload of the spring to adjust the set-point 
fuel pressure from a ?rst set-point fuel pressure to a 
second set-point fuel pressure in response to an operat 
ing condition. 

17. The mechanical fuel pressure regulator of claim 15, 
Wherein the electric motor is operable in a ?rst direction to 
increase the preload of the spring and operable in a second 
direction to decrease the preload of the spring. 

18. The mechanical fuel pressure regulator of claim 17, 
Wherein the compression nut moves toWards the seal element 10 
When the electric motor is operating in the ?rst direction and 
the compression nut moves aWay from the seal element When 
the electric motor is operating in the second direction. * * * * * 


